The Superpowers and the Middle East
'There can be no substitute for a directly negotiated peace
settlement.... We will reject any form of armistice designed
to provide our neighbours with an escape route from the necessity
of formal, interstate relations".127 Israel, moreover, believes that
anv solution to be effective will have to envisage the elimination
of resistance movement led by the Fedayeen commando groups.
Until the Arabs are prepared to come and sit down for direct
negotiations—and the Israelis recognize that this is unlikely to
happen for a long time128—Israel seems to be prepared to hold
all of the conquered territories and to believe that an indefinite
prolongation of the present stalemate would serve her long term
interests. By letting things "settle", Israel hopes that the Arabs
(and the world) would get accustomed to the new feat accompli,
and that with time they would learn to live with it. Israel also
feds that the holding of the occupied territories is essential to
her security until a comprehensive peace can be negotiated with
the Arab states. Israel's strategy is to emphasize strength and
security for she believes that the most effective way of preventing
a full-scale conflagration in the Middle East is to prove to the
Arabs that they cannot win a war against her.
Officially Israel has never declared her long range intentions
toward the occupied areas. But Israeli spokesmen have repeatedly
stated that Israel (a) will never give up the newly absorbed Arab
sector of Jerusalem; (b) will never withdraw from the Golan
Heights; (c) will never again accept the boundaries north of Jeru-
salem which gave the country a "pinched waist" in the center;
(d) will not withdraw from Sharm el-Sheik at the southern
tip of Sinai, and (e) will absorb the Gaza Strip.120 The
1*7 lbid.f 20 August 1967, p. 5.
i38 There was a deep rooted hope among the Israelis that tbey would be
abte to exchange the territory they had occupied for recognition and peace.
That hope, the Israelis feel, has turned into a disillusion.
*» Statesman, Calcutta, 7 October 1968, p. 6.
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